
West Northants council Council High needs block savings proposals 2022 - 2026 CK summary
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1 Opening (deficit) / surplus balance 0 (1,500,000) (2,756,958) (2,287,958) (218,958)

2 2021-22 structural budget (deficit) (2,500,000) (2,500,000) (2,500,000) (2,500,000) (2,500,000)

3 (1) to define ordinarily available and apply the graduated approach to HN funding AG 0 50,000 200,000 400,000 600,000

4 (2) additional resourced and special school places (net cost avoidance) ET 0 600,000 1,000,000 1,400,000 2,000,000

5 (3) new free special school (net cost avoidance) SU 0 0 1,500,000 2,500,000 3,500,000

6 (4) consult on a banding system for implementation in the 2023/24 fy AG 0 0 0 0 0

7 (5) cease funding of both outreach services through a top-slice CK 0 2,100,000 2,100,000 2,100,000 2,100,000

8 (6) reduced funded AP places CK 0 324,042 0 0 0

9 (7) cease non-EHCP top-up aside from exceptional cases (eg trauma) AG 0 0 0 0 0

10 (8) visit all independent providers  with a view to improving VFM AG 0 0 100,000 100,000 100,000

11 total savings estimate 0 3,074,042 4,800,000 6,400,000 8,200,000

12 disapplication of the 0.5 per cent for 2020/21 and assumption beyond this 0 (1,500,000) (1,500,000) (1,500,000) (1,500,000)

13 total from savings / disapplication 0 1,574,042 3,300,000 4,900,000 6,700,000

14 Net end year projected surplus/(deficit) - Line 1 + line 2 + line 13 (2,500,000) (2,425,958) (1,956,958) 112,042 3,981,042

14 Use of contingency reserve 1,000,000

15 cease HNB payment to the early years block 0 298,000 298,000 298,000 298,000

16 cost of specialist services staff transferring from GF 0 (629,000) (629,000) (629,000) (629,000)

17 increased HNB budget baed on pupil number growth / reduction 0

18 Closing (deficit)/surplus balance - lines 13-18 (1,500,000) (2,756,958) (2,287,958) (218,958) 3,650,042
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9 (7)  see tab 3 for methodology / detail of savings

10

12
There will be no proposal for any disapplication, unless SF refuses to fund specialist services, in  which officers will seek and take to the DfE for adjudication if schools forum does not 

agree

Notes

(2) The savings projected if resourced places start from September 2022 - on the basis of an approximate £10,000 saving per place (see tab 3 for details). Please note that this assumes 

a linear increase which is unlikely.

(3) A consultation on the banding system will start in the term 4 of the 2021/22 school year.  It is intended to apply the new banding system in the 2023/24 f/y  and to achieve savings 

if possible, but presently a zero saving is projected

(8)  The estimated saving is £5,000 per pupil - the estimated reduction in the numbers supported in 2021/22 and 2022/23 is shown in the fifth tab (ceasing non-EHCP funding)

(1) The methodology for these reductions is in the second tab (EHCP cumulative savings)-the overall reduction is the number of new EHCPs minus the projected number of leavers 

between national curriculum years 13 (age 18) to 20 (age 25) and net number of pupils leaving / arriving in the area

(4) If schools forum does not agree the top-slidce, LA funding will be withdrawn for theLA funded services, which will be required to trade (ie funded through schools paying at the 

point of deliery for support)

(6)  This will be achieved through workstream 7 of the action plan

(5)  T his will be achieved through recommissioning and in the medium term though a review of AP, encouraging more cluster based work. Detailed modelling of places required will be 

finalised by the end of October, shared with the main providers and submitted to the ESFA by 12 November 2021

action and action number
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